Make the Game-Winning Shot with Nextiva's 8X SPIFF!

8X SPIFF
Annual Prepaid. No minimum.

5X SPIFF
$1,000+ MRR

4X SPIFF
$400 - $999.99 MRR

3X SPIFF
$100 - $399.99 MRR

Terms and Conditions:
Rules and restrictions apply. Offer valid on deals closed between April 1, 2021 and June 30, 2021. 36-month term required for all SPIFFs listed. Reduction of 1X SPIFF from listed SPIFFs for 24-month term accounts of at least $100 MRR. Cloud UCS accounts above $200 and SIP Trunking are eligible for 1X MRR SPIFF. Nextiva Voice (Hosted) line price must be $17.95 or greater to qualify. Offer only valid on new Nextiva customer accounts. May not be combined with other promotions, unless approved in writing. Subject to cancel or change at any time. Promo payout is subject to full or partial chargeback by Nextiva in the event that the customer cancels 30% or more of an original order within 9 months of the original order date.
MRR = Monthly Recurring Revenue recognized by Nextiva. Equipment charges, deployment, services, training, shipping and other applicable fees & taxes are not included in MRR. For more information, contact your Channel Manager.